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In this study, we investigated the role for ancestral functional var-
iation that may be selected upon to generate protein functional
shifts using ancestral protein resurrection, statistical tests for posi-
tive selection, forward and reverse evolutionary genetics, and en-
zyme functional assays. Data are presented for three instances of
protein functional change in the salicylic acid/benzoic acid/theobro-
mine (SABATH) lineage of plant secondary metabolite-producing
enzymes. In each case, we demonstrate that ancestral nonpreferred
activities were improved upon in a daughter enzyme after gene
duplication, and that these functional shifts were likely coincident
with positive selection. Both forward and reverse mutagenesis stud-
ies validate the impact of one or a few sites toward increasing
activity with ancestrally nonpreferred substrates. In one case, we
document the occurrence of an evolutionary reversal of an active
site residue that reversed enzyme properties. Furthermore, these
studies show that functionally important amino acid replacements
result in substrate discrimination as reflected in evolutionary
changes in the specificity constant (kcat/KM) for competing sub-
strates, even though adaptive substitutions may affect KM and kcat
separately. In total, these results indicate that nonpreferred, or even
latent, ancestral protein activities may be coopted at later times to
become the primary or preferred protein activities.

carboxyl methyltransferase | adaptive protein evolution

The evolution of proteins is responsible in large part for gen-
erating the diversity of organismal form and function observed

today. As such, understanding the nature of protein functional
diversification is a primary goal of evolutionary biologists. In 1970,
Ohno’s landmark model of protein evolution explained how
descendants of single function ancestral proteins may acquire
novel functions after gene duplication (1). Subsequent models
have explicitly required ancestral proteins to have multiple func-
tions that then are partitioned and/or improved upon after gene
duplication. In the cases of duplication–degeneration–comple-
mentation (DDC) (2) and escape from adaptive conflict (EAC)
(3–6), multiple ancestral functions are selectively maintained in
the single progenitor protein but for innovation–amplification–
divergence (IAD) (7, 8), one ancestral function is under selection,
whereas others are neutral. After gene duplication, loci may
evolve neutrally such that ancestral functions are partitioned be-
tween daughters (DDC) or selection may improve both ancestral
functions (EAC) or only a previously neutral one (IAD). The IAD
model of protein functional change is congruent with related ideas
arising from protein engineering studies (9–11) in which neutral,
promiscuous protein functions can arise under purifying selection
for maintenance of primary protein function and then be selected
for (10, 12–15). Although a proposed mechanism for functional
change has been demonstrated by engineering experiments, the
importance of multiple ancestral activities for protein evolution in
lineages of naturally occurring enzymes remains unclear.
Discerning the fate of ancestral activities during protein func-

tional shifts is hampered by the fact that ancient proteins are ex-
tinct. Ancestral state estimates based on modern-day protein
functions (16) can provide insight into ancestral conditions; how-

ever, a particularly promising strategy is to resurrect ancestral pro-
teins and directly determine their activities. This paleomolecular
approach has uncovered ancestral protein properties and indi-
cated the structural bases of functional evolution in several studies
(17–23). To investigate the importance of ancestral protein func-
tions for enzyme functional divergence, we have resurrected and
biochemically characterized ancestral enzymes for a group of plant
methyltransferases from the salicylic acid/benzoic acid/theobro-
mine (SABATH) gene family that are important for floral fra-
grance production, pathogen and herbivore defense, and plant
development (24–29). The enzymes focused on in this study, sal-
icylic acid carboxyl methyltransferase (SAMT), benzoic/salicylic
acid carboxyl methyltransferase (BSMT), and nicotinic acid car-
boxyl methyltransferase (NAMT), display considerable functional
variation even though they are also capable of discrimination
among structurally similar substrates (30). To investigate func-
tional change in the SABATH gene family, we used a combination
of paleomolecular biology, evolutionary statistics, and forward and
reverse evolutionary genetic techniques. Together, these comple-
mentary approaches allow insight into ancestral conditions and
provide experimental evolutionary tests to understand protein
functional diversification.

Results
Modern-Day SABATH Enzymes Have High Activity with Few Substrates
and Lesser Activity with Many. As part of our on-going studies of
carboxyl methyltransferases, we determined enzyme activities of
SAMT or NAMT from Hoya carnosa (Apocynaceae), Nicotiana
suaveolens, Datura wrightii, and Cestrum nocturnum (all Sol-
anaceae) against 18 substrates. All four of these species emit the
products of these enzymes, methyl salicylate, methyl benzoate,
and/or methyl nicotinate from their flowers (31–33). Fig. 1 shows
a comparison of the relative activities of these four enzymes with
nine others from Apocynaceae and Solanaceae we have pre-
viously characterized (30, 33) (Table S1). It is clear that the
substrate profiles of nearly all SAMTs are highly similar to each
other and show highest activity with salicylic acid (SA), which
they prefer over benzoic acid (BA) by 3- to 10-fold or greater
(Fig. 1). Otherwise only 2,3-dihydroxyBA and 2,5-dihydroxyBA
are methylated at appreciable levels (>15%). SAMT from
Stephanotis floribunda, a close relative of H. carnosa, differs in
that it has high relative activity with a large number of different
substrates, including SA (33). The SAMT substrate profiles are
markedly different from those shown for BSMTs from
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Solanaceae, which have highest activities with BA, 3- or 4-
hydroxyBA, o-anisic acid, or anthranilic acid (Fig. 1). Nearly all
BSMTs show much less activity with SA, preferring BA by 2- to
10-fold or greater. Remarkably, the Solanaceae SAMT and
BSMT differences have largely been maintained since the line-
ages diverged from each other at least 50 Mya when the family
originated (34). The most enzymatically divergent enzyme shown
is NAMT, known only from N. gossei and N. suaveolens, which
prefers to methylate nicotinic acid (NA) above all other sub-
strates (Fig. 1 and Table S1) (30).

Assays of Ancestral Enzymes Indicate Three Evolutionary Shifts in
Substrate Preference After Gene Duplication. We investigated the
extent of ancestral enzyme divergence after gene duplication with
respect to the three substrates used by modern-day enzymes (Fig.
1) for floral scent production and pathogen/herbivore defense: SA,
BA, and NA. For each of three lineages, we used three lines of
evidence to understand the role of ancestral functional variation
for protein divergence. First, in each case, ancestral enzyme activ-

ity with a nonpreferred substrate was shown to have become the
primary activity in a descendant enzyme after gene duplication.
Second, statistical tests indicate historical episodes of positive se-
lection that were concomitant with changes in substrate prefer-
ence. Third, mutagenesis experiments verified the role of
putatively adaptive sites for the functional changes.

Evolution of Functional Change Between Nodes A and B. First, the
lineage of SAMT, BSMT, and NAMT enzymes shown in Fig. 1 is
thought to have arisen from the gene duplication event at node A,
which separates them from the other functionally diverse members
of the family including IAMT, GAMT, FAMT, JMT, and caffeine
synthase (Fig. 2 and Fig. S1) (31, 35). Thus, we investigated evo-
lution of substrate preference between node A and B. To deter-
mine ancestral activities at node A, we experimentally resurrected
six alleles of an ancestral enzyme, ancMT-A, that were estimated
from contemporary protein sequences (36), including all func-
tionally characterized SABATH enzymes (Fig. S1). Despite the
high levels of sequence divergence within this family of proteins,

Fig. 1. Relative enzyme activities of 13
SAMT, BSMT, and NAMT with 18 sub-
strates arranged by evolutionary rela-
tionships. Hoya and Stephanotis are from
Apocynaceae, whereas all other species
are members of Solanaceae. Activity with
the favored substrate was used to nor-
malize all other activities for each en-
zyme, which range from 0 to 100. Most
SAMT show high relative preference for
salicylic acid (SA) relative to benzoic acid
(BA) and all other substrates. Most BSMT
show higher relative preference for BA
than SA, although high activities are
shown with o-anisic acid and anthranilic
acid as well. NAMT exhibits highest pref-
erence for nicotinic acid (NA). The gene
duplication event that gave rise to the
entire lineage of enzymes shown is hy-
pothesized to have occurred at node A
(31) (Fig. S1). A gene duplication event at
node D occurred early in Solanaceae
evolutionary history and resulted in the
SAMTand BSMT lineages of that family. A
later duplication event is thought to have
occurred at node E only within Nicotiana
(30). Data for S. floribunda are from ref.
33. Numbered structures are as follow: 1,
salicylic acid; 2, benzoic acid (BA); 3, 3-
hydroxyBA; 4, 4-hydroxyBA; 5, 2,3-dihy-
droxyBA; 6, 2,4-dihydroxyBA; 7, 2,5-dihy-
droxyBA; 8, 2,6-dihydroxyBA; 9, 3,4-
dihydroxyBA; 10, 3,5-dihydroxyBA; 11,
cinnamic acid; 12, o-coumaric acid; 13, m-
coumaric acid; 14, p-coumaric acid; 15, o-
anisic acid; 16, anthranilic acid; 17, jas-
monic acid; and 18, nicotinic acid.
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confidence was high for the reconstructed ancestral amino acid
sequence of ancMT-A (mean posterior probability (PP = 0.92;
Figs. S2 and S3). Fig. 2 shows that ancMT-A activity with BA was
maximal, whereas activity with SAwas 4- to 10-fold lower (Fig. 2A).
Resurrection of three alleles of ancestral enzyme ancMT-0, for an
even more ancient node in the SABATH gene tree (node 0; Figs.
S1–S3) also indicates that BA was ancestrally preferred over SA.
Assuming this ancestral condition at node A, it is apparent from
experimental analysis of six alleles of the resurrected enzyme at
node B (ancMT-B) (Figs. S1–S3) that it evolved to have highest
activity with the formerly nonpreferred substrate, SA (Fig. 2B).
Second, one of the predictions of most models of protein

functional divergence after gene duplication is that positive se-
lection will promote change. As shown between nodes A and B
(Fig. 2), a branch-sites statistical analysis (37, 38) indicates that
although there likely were >50 changes along this branch, posi-
tive selection was associated with substitution at a single active
site residue and concomitant with the change in preference to-
ward SA along this lineage [dN/dS = 35; P < 0.05; position 201:
His to Met (PP = 0.998)]. This branch has been previously
reported to have experienced positive selection (31) and even
with the addition of several newly characterized sequences, the
statistical signature of adaptive evolution remains.

Third, to experimentally verify the predictions of the statistical
analyses of selection between nodes A and B, we forward mutated
ancMT-A1 and ancMT-03. In each case, replacement of His201 by
Met recapitulated the inferred evolutionary change along branch
A–B: both ancestral enzymes changed from preferring BA >4-fold
over SA (Fig. 2A) to preferring SA over BA by at least 1.6-fold
(Fig. 2B).
Although it could be argued that the change in relative enzyme

preference was due to a decrease in activity with BA, rather than an
increase with SA, this does not appear to be the case. An in-
vestigation of enzyme kinetics of a site-directed reverse mutant
M201H Hoya SAMT enzyme revealed increased relative activity
with BA compared with wild type (Table S2). Replacement of
Met201 by His inH. carnosa SAMT affected the catalytic efficiency
of this enzyme for SA because kcat/KM decreased in the mutant by
more than fourfold (Table S3). In contrast, kcat/KM for BA is only
twofold lower in M201H compared with wild type. Whereas wild
type has a kcat/KM for SA that is nearly eight times higher than that
for BA, M201H is only approximately three times higher (Table
S3). Thus, it appears that one change along lineage A–B promoted
increased activity with the ancestrally nonpreferred substrate, SA,
and this change was due mostly to an increased kcat.

Fig. 2. Experimental results used to in-
vestigate the fate of ancestral non-
preferred enzyme activities after func-
tional shifts. The tree shown is simplified
from that shown in Fig. 1 with the same
node labels. (A–G) Nodes for which rela-
tive enzyme preference for BA (green), SA
(black), and NA (red) for either resurrected
enzymes and their forward mutants or
reverse mutants of modern-day enzymes
(bold) was determined. Mean and SD are
shown on the basis of at least two repli-
cate assays. Color shown for lineages
indicates the highest ancestral relative ac-
tivity with a particular substrate. The an-
cestral enzyme at node A appears to have
preferred BA but later evolved to prefer
SA as shown for node B. This change in
preference was concomitant with positive
selection for the replacement of His by
Met at position 201 (P < 0.05). The ances-
tral enzyme at node D had a 20-fold
higher relative activity for SA over BA, but
after gene duplication, the descendant
enzyme at node E evolved a >20-fold
higher relative activity for BA over SA. This
evolutionary reversal appears to have
been concomitant with positive selection
for the reverse replacement of Met by His
at position 201 (P < 0.05). The ancestral
enzyme, ancMT-F, evolved high relative
preference for NA from an ancestor that
preferred BA (ancMT-E). Subsequently,
preference for NA increased even more in
NAMT, probably by the replacement of
Phe420 by Tyr, although it is not clear
whether positive selection was concomi-
tant with this change (P > 0.05).
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Evolution of Functional Change Between Nodes D and E. First, the
major enzymatic divergence between Solanaceae SAMT and
BSMT appears to have coincided with gene duplication at node
D (Fig. 1) (30, 31). Thus, protein functional evolution was in-
vestigated between nodes D and E (Fig. 2). At node D, SA
appears to have been the preferred substrate, on the basis of
assays of six alleles of the resurrected ancestral enzyme, ancMT-
D (Figs. S1–S3), whereas in comparison, activity with BA was
fourfold less (Fig. 2D). Subsequent to gene duplication at node
D, activity with BA evolved to become maximal, whereas activity
with SA diminished as indicated by assays of five alleles of the
resurrected enzyme ancMT-E (Fig. 2E and Figs. S1–S3). This
evolutionary change of relative enzyme preference is the reverse
of that observed between nodes A and B described above (Fig. 2
A and B).
Second, a statistical signature of positive selection (dN/dS =

38; P < 0.05) is associated with the increased relative activity with
BA that evolved between nodes D and E after gene duplication.
Of the >50 likely changes along this branch, the only predicted
adaptive site was the active site residue 201, which appears to
have reversed from Met back to the ancestral His (PP = 0.99)
(compare with amino acid replacement between nodes A and B).
Third, to test for functional relevance of the positively selected

site, we recapitulated the evolutionary change of Met201 to His
in ancMT-D1. This mutant enzyme changed from showing a 10-
fold higher activity with SA relative to BA to showing 3-fold
higher activity with previously nonpreferred substrate, BA (Fig.
2E). The importance of this site for activity with BA is
strengthened by mutagenesis of His201 back to Met in N. sua-
veolens BSMT1. This reverse evolutionary mutation resulted in
a switch from preference for BA over SA in wild-type BSMT1 to
a 1.6-fold preference for SA over BA (Fig. 2D and Table S2).
Finally, it appears that the functional shift in relative enzyme

preference between nodes D and E was due to an increase in
activity with the previously nonpreferred substrate BA rather than
merely decreasing activity with SA, on the basis of kinetic meas-
urements of both forward and reverse mutated enzymes. For
ancMT-D, it appears that positive selection promoted increased
substrate preference for BA because KM of the mutant M201H for
BA decreased nearly 4-fold and kcat increased 5-fold, whereas for
SA, KM and kcat decreased 2-fold (Table S3). As a result, kcat/KM
for BA increased 20-fold, whereas it did not change markedly for
SA. It should be noted that kcat/KM is still higher for SA. For the
N. suaveolens BSMT1 reverse mutant enzyme H201M, kcat/KM for
BA decreased 14-fold compared with wild type, whereas kcat/KM
for SA was essentially the same as wild type (Table S3). The
H201M mutant enzyme had a >10-fold higher KM with BA
compared with wild type, even though kcat was largely unchanged.
Mutant KM with SA was 6-fold higher than wild type but kcat ac-
tually increased toward SA (Table S3). These data indicate that
changes along lineage D–E resulted in an increased preference
toward the ancestrally nonpreferred substrate, BA, apparently due
to selection for decreased KM and increased kcat.

Evolution of Functional Change Between Nodes E and F and NAMT.
First, node E is postulated to have undergone gene duplication
within Nicotiana (Fig. S2) (30). Thus, enzyme activity evolution
was investigated between nodes E and F. Assays of five resur-
rected alleles of ancMT-F (Figs. S1–S3) indicate that activity
with NA was highest for this ancestral enzyme, whereas activity
with the ancestrally preferred substrate, BA, was 7- to 30-fold
less (Fig. 2F). This high level of activity with NA evolved from an
ancestral condition at node E in which BA was preferred and
activity with NA was only minimal (Fig. 2E). From the condition
at node F, it appears that NAMT evolved to have negligible
activity with BA and SA relative to NA (Fig. 2G). Surprisingly,
given the ancestral condition at node F, BSMT1 evolved to have

higher activity with BA relative to NA, an evolutionary reversal
from that observed between nodes E and F (Fig. 2).
Second, although no positive selection was detected during the

divergence ofNAMT from ancestor Fwhen analyzing all SABATH
family members together (Fig. S1) (P > 0.05), an analysis that in-
volved only SAMT lineage members, including a dense sampling
from Solanaceae (Fig. S4), did result in an optimal estimate of dN/
dS = 64 (Fig. 2), although this was not statistically distinguishable
from the null (P > 0.05). Sequence divergence is very low along this
branch and thus the test may lack sufficient power to detect sta-
tistical significance in this case (39). Nonetheless, in the second
statistical analysis assuming the tree in Fig. S4, of approximately
eight sites that have changed along this branch, two sites (141 and
402) in the NAMT lineage were predicted to be under positive
selection having switched from previously being under purifying
selection. No significant signature of positive selection was detected
between nodes E and F or from node F to BSMT1.
Third, to test the functional importance of one of the putatively

selected sites, forward mutagenesis was performed. Introduction of
the F402Y active site mutation into ancMT-F resulted in a further
enzyme preference for NA (Fig. 2G) compared with node F (Fig.
2F). However, it is not yet known whether evolution proceeded by
increasing enzyme relative preference for NA, decreasing it for BA
and SA, or a combination of both. Experiments to ascertain the role
of particular amino acid replacements contributing to the enzy-
matic divergences between nodes E and F and node F and BSMT1
are currently underway.

Discussion
In this family of enzymes, it is clear that ancestral functional vari-
ation was refined to generate activity shifts in multiple lineages.
These evolutionary patterns of enzyme activity change were un-
covered by the resurrection and functional characterization of an-
cestral proteins in combination with statistical analyses that
implicated specific amino acid residues. Subsequent experimental
manipulation of these sites demonstrated their respective con-
tributions to functional change. Because SABATH family enzyme
functional evolution appears to depend upon the existence of
multiple ancestral activities, we attempted to reconcile the theo-
retical predictions of DDC, EAC, and IAD (2–4, 40, 41) with the
results we have reported.

Conflict Appears to Exist Among Some Ancestral Activities. It
appears that in this family of enzymes, neither ancestral nor
modern-day enzymes can be equally effective with the physio-
logically relevant substrates, BA and SA (Figs. 1 and 2). The
changes, introduced to the active site residue 201 that improved
preference for one substrate, came at the expense of reduced
relative preference for the other (Fig. 2, lineages A–B and D–E,
and Tables S2 and S3). In fact, relative activities with BA and SA
in extant enzymes are negatively related (covariance = −0.331;
phylogenetic covariance estimate = −0.168). Assuming the ef-
ficient production of MeBA and MeSA is advantageous, adap-
tive conflict appears to exist between specialization for SA or
BA, making the enzyme functional shifts of lineage A–B and D–

E potentially best described by the EAC model of protein evo-
lution. After gene duplication, the ancestral enzymes at nodes B
and E evolved improved activity with SA and BA, respectively,
consistent with EAC. The other daughter enzymes descending
from the gene duplication events may also have evolved im-
provement with an ancestral function because the SAMT
enzymes, descended from node D, appear to have evolved in-
creased relative activity for SA to some extent; however, it is
currently unknown what activities the other descendants of node
A evolved to specialize upon due to uncertainty in the gene tree
(Fig. S1). Also consistent with EAC is the finding that a single
positively selected codon (amino acid position 201) largely
accounts for the change in preference between nodes A and B
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and D and E; still, it is not clear to what extent positive selection
may have acted on the other branches descending from dupli-
cation events at nodes A and D because no statistical significance
was observed. The finding that a single residue governs enzyme
substrate preference is particularly important because it identi-
fies an obvious mechanism by which adaptive conflict could arise
and has been implicated for a laboratory study of bacterial
protein evolution (42). Because other studies have reported
single amino acid switches that interconvert modern-day phe-
nylpropanoid enzyme substrate preferences (43) and product
outcome of diterpene- and carotenoid-producing enzymes (44,
45), adaptive conflict may be pervasive, especially for proteins
involved in specialized metabolite production. Due to the un-
certainty associated with inferring positive selection and de-
termining whether both descendant enzymes improved upon
ancestral activities after the gene duplication events at nodes A
and D, it remains possible that IAD also describes these diver-
gences, despite the apparent conflicting ancestral activities.

Latent, Low Level Activities Provide Raw Material for Evolutionary
Change. Our results show that low ancestral activity with non-
preferred substrates may be latent for long periods and persist
through multiple gene duplication and speciation events, but
ultimately these low activities can evolve to become high. Spe-
cifically, NA activity was minor in the ancestor of the entire
lineage at node A (ca. 100 Mya) and through nodes B–E, yet at
node F (<7.5 Mya) (46), a shift occurred such that the ancestral
enzyme evolved to prefer NA above all others. So, whereas the
ancestral enzymes shown in Fig. 2 vary between having prefer-
ence for SA or BA, activity with NA does not change appreciably
until node F and thus may have been historically neutral with
respect to enzyme preference for the other substrates. If so, the
functional shifts between node E and F and NAMT in N. gossei
likely represent instances of evolution by IAD. In this case, the
previously minor activity with NA would serve as an innovation.
Amplification appears to have occurred in N. gossei and N. sua-
veolens after duplications at nodes D and E and because they are
allopolyploids providing themwith no less than four SAMT/BSMT-
like genes that could have potentially provided considerable NA
methylation ability in combination (30, 47). Divergence appears to
have occurred over multiple time frames after duplication at node
E, whereby node F evolved highest activity with NA, and this ac-
tivity further evolved in the lineage leading to NAMT at node G
(Fig. 2). As predicted by IAD, whereas activity with NA was in-
creased in one daughter after duplication at nodeE, relative activity
with BA does not seem to have increased after duplication in
descendants of the other daughter of ancMT-E, BSMT2. Although
we have identified one site that contributed to increased activity
with NA, positive selection was not statistically significant, making
DDC potentially explanatory for the results as well.

Limited Constraint on Evolutionary Reversals of Enzyme Activity. In
addition to demonstrating the importance of ancestral promiscuous
activities for protein functional evolution, we have documented
a clear case of an evolutionary reversal of an active site residue that
resulted in a reversal of associated enzyme activity. Initially, after
gene duplication resulted in formation of the SAMT lineage at
node A, the active site His201 was replaced by Met (Fig. 2 between
nodes A and B), resulting in the evolution of enzyme preference for
SA (Fig. 2B). Remarkably, after gene duplication at node D, this
homologous site in one of the daughter lineages then underwent an
evolutionary reversal from Met back to the ancestral His (Fig. 2,
between nodes D and E), which resulted in a reversal of enzymatic
properties including loss of preference for SAand a return to higher
preference for BA (Fig. 2E). Furthermore, whereas the causative
amino acid replacements have not yet been identified, it is also clear
that a second reversal occurred. First, between nodes E and F, high
activity with NA evolved from an ancestor that preferred BA.

Subsequently, the ancestral NA-preferring enzyme at node F gave
rise to BSMT1, which prefers BA. Previous studies have clearly
shown that restrictive epistatic interactions among amino acid sites
can constrain evolutionary reversals (19, 48). Because the original
change fromHis201 toMet likely predated the divergence of rosids
and asterids (ca. 100–125Mya) (30) and the reversal occurred after
the origin of Solanaceae (ca. 50Mya), it is surprising thatmutations
did not accumulate during the ca. 50–75 million-year interval that
would constrain this active site reversal and associated functional
change. If generalizable, these results indicate that epistasismay not
constrain evolutionary changes of enzymes involved in specialized
metabolism to the extent it does with other proteins (19, 48).
Our mutagenesis studies of this family of methyltransferases

validate the impact of historical changes on shaping enzyme pref-
erence. Specifically, selection appears to have promoted directional
changes in catalytic efficiency (kcat/KM) for the two competing
substrates, salicylic and benzoic acid, even though the adaptive
substitutions may affectKM and kcat separately (Table S3). It seems
probable that the ability to discriminate between SA and BA is
valuable, given that recent studies have shown a central role of
MeSA in pathogen (29) and herbivore defense (35); therefore, its
efficient production by SAMT is likely advantageous. Likewise,
selection for efficientMeBA andMeNA production inNicotiana is
likely related to effective pollinator attraction as both BSMT1 and
NAMT are expressed primarily in petal tissue from which the
corresponding volatiles are emitted (30). It should be noted that
measured substrate preference of these enzymes is not necessarily
indicative of the role in planta, because the SAMT orthologous
enzymes in Petunia and Stephanotis, which prefer SA in vitro, are
used to methylate BA in petals (33, 49). In this case, substrate pool
is an important determining factor for phenotype rather than en-
zyme kinetic properties alone (33, 49). Although it may be adaptive
for an enzyme to distinguish among competing substrates as shown
for SAMT, BSMT, and NAMT, it seems that variable levels of
relative activity with many substrates appear nearly universal in
ancestral and extant enzymes and have likely served to facilitate
functional diversification throughout the history of this family. The
importance of ancestral functional variation for protein evolution
may be much broader than previously appreciated. Beyond its
obvious role in the evolution of novel activity via protein engi-
neering (9, 11, 50), ligand-binding promiscuity has been reported in
ancestral vertebrate steroid receptors, which served as the basis for
subsequent natural evolution of novel receptor–ligand interactions
(20, 51). Likewise, a chimeric alcohol dehydrogenase from Dro-
sophila, evolved preference for substrates that were nonpreferred in
the progenitor enzyme (52, 53).

Materials and Methods
Heterologous Expression and Purification of Enzymes. The basic protocols used
for gene cloning and protein overexpression were performed as previously
described (30, 33). Briefly, genes were cloned into expression vectors and
overexpression of His6 protein was achieved in BL-21 cells. Purification of the
His6-tagged protein was purified by Ni-NTA affinity chromatatography
(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. To determine protein
concentration, a standard Bradford assay was used. For mutagenesis, the
QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) was used according
to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Enzyme Assays. The purified enzymes were tested for activity with the 18
substrates shown in Fig. 1. Radiochemical assays were performed as pre-
viously described (30). The highest enzyme activity reached with a specific
substrate was set to 100 and relative activities with remaining substrates
were calculated. Each assay was run in duplicate and mean, plus SD, was
calculated for Fig. 1. For the ancestral enzyme functional assays, we used the
same radiochemical assays described above except that we did not add HCL
before extraction of reaction products. All assays shown in Fig. 2 were
performed on total protein because relative activity levels were similar be-
tween total and purified protein for the two enzymes we compared (ancMT-
D and ancMT-D M201H).
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Estimation of Michaelis–Menten Parameters. For kinetic measurements, en-
zyme assays were performed by varying SA and BA concentrations, whereas
SAM and enzyme concentrations were held at saturating levels. All kinetic
studieswere performed in two independent experimentswith incubation times
chosen so that reaction velocity was linear. Lineweaver-Burk plots were per-
formed to determine the KM and kcat values as in our previous studies (33).

Statistical and Molecular Evolutionary Analyses. DNA sequences from all en-
zymatically characterized SABATH gene family members were obtained from
GenBank. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analyses were performed with
PAUP* (54) as previously described (30) assuming the HKY+I+G model of
nucleotide substitution as chosen by Modeltest (55) using 10 random addi-
tion sequences and Tree-bisection-reconnection swapping. Bootstrapping
was performed using 100 replicates. PAML ver. 4.2 (36) was used to test the
hypothesis of positive selection in the SABATH gene family using the branch-
sites test because it is expected that positive selection should act only on
a subset of sites and branches of a gene tree as functional divergence occurs.
This test has recently been shown to be robust under a wide range of

conditions and is the most powerful test available (38, 56). Analyses were
performed multiple times using different starting values of ω and assumed
the HKY model of nucleotide substitution. Codeml was used to estimate
ancestral enzyme sequences for the SABATH gene family with the HKY
model with κ estimated. The γ and invariant parameters cannot be imple-
mented in Codeml under the branch-sites model. Additional details about
ancestral sequence estimation and how alternative sites were chosen to
assess uncertainty are provided in SI Materials and Methods. The optimal
sequences were subsequently synthesized by Genescript with codons chosen
for optimal protein expression in Escherichia coli.
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